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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR A< ~~lflICS 
RESEARCII MEMORANDUM 
for the 
United States Air Force 
HIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A O;07 -SCALE MODEL OF THE NORTH AMER I CAN MX - 770 MISSILE 
By Frank A. Pfyl 
SUMMARY 
. This r eport present.s the results of a wind - tunne l invest igation at 
supersonic speeds · to deter mine the aerodynamic characteristics of the 
O.07·scale model of the North American MX -770 missi l e . The ' l ongitudinal 
cbaracteristics were determined f or Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.6 , and 1 .9 for 
Reynolds numbers from 2 .6 to 5 . 2 million . The l ateral characteristics 
were ob tained for a Mac h number of 1.4 at a Reynolds number of 5.2 million . 
Because of the l arge amount of data obt ained in the investigation, 
only r epresentative plots of the basic da·ta at a Ma ch number of 1.4 are 
presented . However , ' all basic data have been tabulated for t he readerfs 
use. Most of the data h ave ~een cr oss -plot t ed so a s to present in 
graphical form the l ift , pitching-moment , and roll ing-moment eff ec t ive-
ness parameters and trimmer and elevon deflections .re quired for balance 
at t he test Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.6, and 1 . 9. Cross plots showing the 
i nfluence of trimmer and rudder deflection on the l ateral character istics 
and stability derivatives are presented at a Mach number of 1 . 4. 
INTRODUCTION 
The North American MX -770 missile is a l ong-range , ground-to-gr ound 
missile which operates at supersonic speeds during the major portion of 
its fli ght . Since the supersonic fli ght characteri stics may provide the 
most significant design problems , a r e ques t was made by the U.S . Air Force 
for a supersonic "lind - tunnel investigat i on of a O. 07- s cale mode l of the 
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in the Ames 6··> by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel 'rlith primary considera-
tion gi.ven to t.he longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability and 
control characteristics. 
NOTATION 
All longitudinal a er.odynamic coefficients have been resol ved to 
the wind axes and the lateral force and moment coefficj.ents have been 
referred to the body axes. The following symbols are used in this report: 
CD drag coefficient C~~g) 




rolling-moment coefficient (roll ing moment ) 
\" qSb 
pitching-moment coefficient about the leading 
mean aerodynamic chord ( PitChi~g moment ) 
. . ~c · 
yavling moment coefficient ( yaWing moment ) 
qSb 
chor d -for ce coefficient ( chor~s force ) 
side-f~rce co~fficient ( Sid:
S 
force ) 
norma.l -fo;ce coefficient (norm~~ force ) 
edge of the wing 
tail bending-moment coefficient about an axis paralJ,el to the 
plane of symmetry, 19 .3-perce nt tai l span l engths from the 
" " 1 ( bending moment ) tall-root-chord statlon qSVbV 
t ';mmer' h" . t ff "" t ( trimmer hinge moment ) .J...Ul lnge -momen coe l Clen S 
.q TCT 
rate of change of trimmer hinge-·moment coefficient vii th change in 
trimmer deflecti on for cons tant angle of attack measured at 
o l' ( deb,- ) °T = 0 d6T ex. J per degree 
I The root chord I jes on the intersectIon of the vertical-tail -cho d plane 
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rate of change of t~· ,ir.'TJ 1! ·~ ln .'J= -IJ!Om~n:,. c ·"' 1!~ic il..-::nt wHh change in 
-. .. ... . 
angle of attack for constanT. t:t~gl~S: of' · t :.-lmn deflection 
( ...... . a ClCh'l~ measured at a. = 2 -~.t /'0' per degree 
elevon lift- effectiveness pa rameter for cons t ant angle of attack. 
a ( dC1\ . measured at 0E = 0 ~a.7 per degree 
trimmer lift - effectiveness narameter for constant angle of attack 
a ( dC1\ measured at OT = 0 ~t!a.' per degree 
elevon rolling-moment effectivene(s~ p!,-rametel' for constant angle 
of attack measured at 0E = 00 O~~)a.' per degree 
elevon pitching-moment effectivenes s ~arameter for constant angle 
of attack measured at 0E = 00 ( ~~i)a.' per degree 
trimmer pitching-moment 
of atta c k measured at 
lift-drag ratio 
effective(n~~:\Parameter for 
0T = 00 dOT) a.' per degree 
I 
constant angle 
ratio of cross-sectional area of a free- stream tube entering the 
duct inlet to that of the cross-sectional area of the duct inlet 
Mach number 
Reynolds number , based on the l.ing mean aerodynamic chord 
wing area, inc luding area formed by extending the leading and 
trailing edges to t he plane of symmetry, square feet 
area of one· tail surface above the bending-momenT, reference axis 
trimmer area, including area formed by extending the leading and 
trai ling. edges to the plane of symmetry, square feet 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
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c 
:-. : ... distan~ e. ootw:: e~ t encl :~ljg -Y1()mf'.-l'1t reference axis and tip chord 
• • • •• •••• 
meastit'ec- "~ '::l"r-~.;Ll-= l. -eQ: t , p l a n:: ~f t:M · ta~4!.l surface , f eet 
• ••• • • ••• • •••••••• 
.. .: :. :: 
local wing chord measured parallel to p~tal1~ of symmetry, f eet 
c wing mean aerO~ynamiC cbord (j~;: c 2 dY), feet \Jo c dy 
cT trimmer mean aerodynamic chord , feet 
x,y,Z 
P 
fr,ee - stream dynamic pre ssure (~ PV)' pounds per square foot 
the fuselage 
measured pe r -
measured perpen-
Carte sian coordinates originating at the apex of 
(x measured,along the body r e fer ence axis ) y 
pendicular to x in the horizontal plane , z , 
dicular to x in the vertical plane ), feet 
angle of attack of fuselage reference axis , degrees 
angle of sideslip , degrees 
angle between :fuselage reference axis and trimmer chord measured 
in a plane per pendicular to the plane of' the trimmer surface , 
degrees 
angle between wing chord and elevon chord measured in a plane 
perpendicular to the elevon hinge line , degrees 
angle between the tail- surface chord and rudder chord measured in 
a plane perpendicular to the rudder ,hinge line , degrees 
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The experimental investigation was conducted in the Ames 6- by 6-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel. In this wind tunnel, the Mach num'ber can be 
vru'ied from 0. 6 to 0.95 and from 1.2 to 1. 93 and "the stagnation pressure 
can be regulated to maintain a constant test Reynolds number. To prevent 
the formation of condensation shock vlaves, the absolute humidity was main-
tained at a value of less than 0 .0003 pound of water per pound of air. 
Further information regarding this wind tunnel is presented in reference 1. 
Model 
A complete 0 .07-scale model of the North American MX-770 missile 
was used in the investigation . The wing of the model, of modifi ed tri-
angular plan form, bJid. no twist or camber . The leaci"ing edge was swept 
back 600 , the tips raked in 300 in a strerumvise plane giving an aspect 
r atio of 1.87 . The wing was mounted with 20 negative incidence on the 
lower part of the fuselage. The section of the wing at the root, in a 
plane parallel to" the plane of symmetry, was derived from the NACA 6C-006 
airfoil scaled down to 2.84-percent thickness, At the 87.16-percent semi-
" span station, an NACA 6C-006 air"foi l was used . The ordinates for both 
sections are given in table I. A photograph of the model mounted" in the 
tunnel is shown in figUre 1, and a three- view irawing of the model is sh01m 
in figure 2. 
For the present investigation, the elevon was mounted on the left 
wing panel only', extending spanwise from the 35-percent semispan station 
to the 87 .16-percent semispan station. (See table II for elevon area 
and other model geometric characteristi cs . ) 
The canard trimmer, pivoted 1.07 wing mean aerodynami c chord lengths 
ahead of the apex of the wing, was geometrically similar in plan form to 
the vling but was provided with 150 dihed.ral. NACA 66-005 airfoil sections 
were used for the trimmer . The axes of rotation of 'both trimmer panels 
were loc ated at the (>6.6-percent trimmer root-chord station . The left 
trimmer pane l <;mly 'vas fitted vlith a strain gage for "me"asuring hinge 
moments . 
The twin vertical tail surfaces , inclined 250 (U p outward) vIi th 
respect to the vertical plane of symmetry, were mounted on the mot.or 
housings . The leading" edge of the vertical surfaces at" the root chord 
was 1. 07 M. A. C. l engths ('"l ing) behi nd the apex of the vling . Ordinates 
for the t ail surfaces are given in t able III. Four electric al 
i 
I 
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strain gages ( t\.J"O strain gages ~l ed •• i~ :g~oov~ . aon ; eCLch side ) were 
mounted in the left vertical tail surface t o me ' ~ar&~he bending moments 
in the vertical tail. The ax i s about which the bending moment was 
measured , parallel to the fus e lage r eference axis, was 19.3-percent tai l-
span l engths from the vertical-tail root - chord station as defined in the 
section "Notation . lI 
The model was fi tted with air inlets to simulate engine operat i on 
insofar as t he influence of the inlets on the aerodynamic characteristic s 
was concerned . The duct i nlets were of nearly circular cross section 
with inlet areas of 2.20 square i nche s . The duct exits, at the base of 
the model , had circular cross sections with outlet areas of 3. 80 square 
inches . The mass flow through the ducts was controlled by flm·r r estrictors 
placed i n the duct exits. For the present investigation , flow r estrictors 
were sel ected so that the mass-flow rat i .o corresponded to a value of Ao/Ai 
of approximately 0.85; 
Boundary-layer bleeds were attached to both sides of the fuselage 
just ahead of the duct inlets as shown in figur e s 1 and 2. 
The wing, canard trimmer, and tail surf aces were constructed of 
steel and t he body of magnesium bar stock and a l uminum alloy. All sur -
faces were polished . 
Balance 
The aerodynamic forces and moments on the model were measured by 
means of a six-component sting-mounted electrical strain~gage balance 
furni shed by the U.S. Air Force. The balance is so designed that the 
normal f orce , side f orce , chord force, and rolling moment experienced 
by the model are measured simultaneous ly. The pitching moment and yaw-
ing moment exper i enced by the model were calculated from the measured 
forc es which contributed to the above moments . Figure 3 shows a cut -
away view of the balance . The unbalance of the electrical c ircuits of 
the balance , calibrated in terms of loads and moments, was transmitted 
to r ecording- type galvanometers . 
TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
Range of Test Var i ables 
Measurements of the normal forc e , chord f orc e , rolling moment, 
trimmer hinge moment , and vertical stabilizer bendtng moment were made 
over a Reyno l ds number r ange from 2.6 to 5.2 million . For a ll 
• • • • • • •• •• • ••• • 
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configurations, tests ",ere conduct ed at the highest value of Reynol ds 
number atta inab le consistent ~ith permissible model loads . However, 
for particular configurations, additional tests were made at various 
Reynolds numbers to ascertain the tnfluence of tpis Reynolds number 




to 120 or to the maximum possible angle obtainable as limited by permis-
sible atr loads or choking of the flow. Table IV presents the test con-
ditions for the investigation of longitudinal stability and control. 
Measurements of the side force, chord force, rolling moment, and 
stabilizer bending moment were made for a Mach number 'of 1.4 at a Rey-
nolds number or' 5.2 million . The measurements of these aerodynamic 
forces were made for angles of sideslip between ±50 in 10 increments at 
angles of attack of approximately 2 . 50 and 8.20 • In addition, the 
rolling-moment coeffici·ent C 2 due to elevon deflection was obtained 
during the longitudinal investigation for Mach numbers of 1 . 4, 1.6, 
and 1.9 and Reynolds numbers of 5 .2, 5 . 2, and 3.1 million , respectively, 
at S = 00 • Table V presents the configurations, angles of attack, and 
control deflection angles tested for the lateral investigation. 
Reduction of Data 
Model and balance considerations .- With the present support system; 
the angle of attack of the model was varied by translation of the rear 
supporting strut mechanism, permitting the- balance to move as an integral 
part of the model . The balance readings were reduced to standard NACA 
coefficient form with all coefficients based upon the geometry of the 
appropriate wing configuration. In the longitudinal tests, all coeffi -
cients were resolved to the wind axes. In the lateral investigation, 
the coefficients were referred to the body axes. The .pitching moment, 
in both instances, was taken about the leading edge of the mean aero-
dynamic chord of the wing. The trimmer hinge moment was measured about 
an axis coincident with the axis of rotation of the trimmer. The verti-
cal stabilizer bending-moment axis has been described in a preceding 
section. 
The determination of the angle of attack and sideslip angle of the . 
model under load necessitated that corrections determined from static 
calibrations be applied to the measured angle . Corrections were applied 
for the angular deflection of the sting and balance due to aerodynamic 
loads and for the fr ee angular movement resulting from internal clearances 
of the sting support . 
The control-surface deflections were determined for static condi-
tions. A study of the effects of aerodynamic moments on the control 
settings showed negligible effects. 
•• ••• • • • 
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I nfluenc e of stream irregul arit i es .- Al t hough longitudina l pressure • I 
gradients of signi f i cant magni tude exi st ' in the test section of the 
Ames 6- by 6-foot supersoni c wind t unnel, t he transverse gradients are 
of small magnitude at all supersonic Mach number s . (See reference 1.) 
To minimi ze the effects of t he s t r eam angl es in vertical planes, the 
model was mounted with the wing in the ver t ical plane for tests in which 
longitudinal data were obta ined. The lat eral investigation was conducted 
at a Mach number of 1.4 since at t his Ma ch number the inclination and 
curvature of the stream in ' the vertical plane are small. The data pre~ 
'sented herein are uncorrected for inclinat ion and curvature of the stream, 
since in previous teste corrections proved to be within the precision of 
the data. 
With reference to the lateral data, the deviation of rolling-moment 
coefficients from zero at conditions of supposedly zero rolling moments 
was probably caused by a ,combination of stream irregularities and model 
asymmetry_ The incremental rolling moments due to contr ol deflection 
_Bhould be unaffected, however. 
The streamwise static-pressure gradient in the test section caused 
a longitudinal buoyant force which was determined by integrating graphi-
cally the product of the static pressure and the change in cross-section 
area of the fuselage along i t s length. This correction, a function of 
Mach number , was added to the measured drag coefficient . The values used 









The influence of support interference on the drag of the model , experi-
enced principally as a change in pressure at the ' base of the model 
( reference 2 ) , was eliminated by adjusting the pressure at the model 
base to that of the free stream. The resulting value is the drag coeffi-
cient of the forebody . 
Precision of Data 
No check on the repeatability of experimental wind-tunnel data was 
made. However, an estimation to determine t he accuracy of the data was 
made by considering the known unc erta inties involved in determining or 
measuring various ~uantitie s. The uncerta int i es aris e from errors in 
reading pres sure s , recording strain-gage voltages and current s, the 
effects of ca libra ting the ba l ance , and measur ement of angles . The 
· .' ••• • • • •• •• • ••• • • •• •• • • • • .'. • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
., 
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square root of the sum of the square s of the ma ximum possible errors 
invo lved in the determination of a quant i ty was taken as the known uncer~ 
tainty in the measurements of the quantity. The known uncertainties at 




Drag coeffic ient 
Pitching-moment coeffic i ent 
Rolling -moment coefficient 
YaYJing-moment coeffic ient 
Trimmer hinge-moment coefficient 
Stabilizer bending-moment coefficient 
Angle of attack 
Trimmer deflect ion angle 
Elevon deflection angle 



































The deviation of the rolling-moment coefficient from zero at sup-
posedly zero rolling moment due to stream irregularities and model asym-
metry, as mentioned previously, is an uncertainty that was not taken into 
consideration in the above tab le. . 
RESULTS 
In order to expedite the publication of the results of the present 
investigation, the data are presented without discussion. All the basic 
data have been tabulated for the reader ' s use in tab le VI. The data 
presented in tab le VI are for the test conditions of tables IV and V. 
The test number given in the tables keys the data of table VI to the test 
conditions of tables IV and V. 
In view of the large amount of information relative to the missile 
aerodynamic char-acteristics obtained in the investigation, only certain 
representative plots of the basi c data are presented. Most of the data 
have been cros s -plotted so as to present in graphical form the control 
effectiveness parameters and trimmer and elevon deflections required for 
balance at the test Mach numbers of 1.4, 1:6, and 1.9. 
The representative plots of the bas ic data ment i oned above are given 
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repr esentat ive of the tests . Because of the small chord of the cont r ol 
sur faces of the mode l, a ll 'configura'dons \Jere t e s t ed a.t the me,ximum 
poss ible Reynol ds number con s istent with t he s tructura l limitat ions of 
the model. As a cons e~uence, t he test Reynolds · numb er varies to some 
small extent with the control surface setting under investigation. In 
order to ascertain the inf luence of this Reynolds number change , the 
comparat ive plots of figure 4 were made \Jhich indicate the influence of 
the range of Reynolds munb ers from 3 .9 million to 5 . 2 million. The com-
pari sons of figures 4(0. ) and 4(c ) show no influence of the Reynolds num-
ber in this Reynolds number range for controls undeflected and for elevons 
deflected. However , the compar i son of figure 4(b ) shows a small e f fect 
in the variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack and pitching-
moment coefficient between Reynolds numbers of 4.2 and 5.2 million for 
tr immer deflected. Figur e 5 shows the influence of control-surface 
deflection on the basic aerodynamic characteristics of the 0 .07 - scale 
model of the MX-770 missile . 
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics with trimmer and elevon 
defl ected .- Figures 6, 7 , and 8 pre sent the influence of trimmer and 
elevon deflection on the lift, drag , and pitching-moment coefficients , 
and figure 9 shows the influence of trimmer deflection and angle of 
attack on the hinge-moment coefficient fo r test Mach numbers of 1 . 4, 
1 . 6, and 1.9. The lift and pitchi ng-moment effectiveness ,parameters , 
CLOT and CLOE' and CmOT and CmoE ' \Jere determined from fi gures 6 
and 8 at trimmer and elevon defl ections of 00 for an angle of att ack 
of 20 and are presented as a. function of Mach number i n figures 10 
and 11 . The rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient \Jith trimmer 
deflection, ChT ( taken at oT = 00 for a = 20 ) and angle of attack, 
OT 
ChT~ ( taken at a = 20 for OT = 00 ) as 'a function of Mach number i s 
presented in figure 12. 
Figure 13 presents the variation of lift coefficient with angle of 
attack, the trimmer deflection r equired for l ongi tud inal balance , the 
drag coefficient for the balanced condition , and the lift-drag ratio f or 
the balanced condition for an elevon and rudder setting of 00 . Similar 
cros s-plotted data are presented i n figure 14 as a func t ion of elevon 
deflection with the trimmer and rudder deflection set at 00 • Figure 15 
presents the variation of the maximum l ift -drag ratio with Mach number 
for the missile balanced through the us e of the longitudinal cont rol 
provided by the trimmer with the e l evon undefl ected and by the elevon 
wi th the trimmer undeflec ted , and for elevon and t rimmer set at zero 
deflection . 
Lateral aerodynamic characteristics.- Representative plots of the 
basic l ateral aerodynamic charac teris t ics are presented in figure 16 
wherein the side-force coefficient , the yawing-moment coeffiCient , and 
•• ••• • • • •• 
• • • • • • 
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t he ro l l ing-moment coeff icient are given for angles of attack of 2.50 
and 8.20 for various rudde r and trimmer defl:ections . These data have 
been cross .-plotted to show the influence of tr i mmer deflection on the 
rate of change of side fo rce , . yawing moment, and rolling moment with 
angle of sideslip (fi g . 17 ). Figure 18 presents the results of an 
investigation of the effect of rudder deflect ion on lateral character-
istics. Figure 19 shows the variation of rolling-moment coefficient 
with elevon deflection at the test Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.6, and 1.9 
for various angles of attack. These data have been cross -plotted to 
show the rOlling-moment effectiveness parameter, CIa' as a function 
of Hach number in figure 20. E 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advis ory Committee for Aeronautics, . 
Moffett Field , Calif . 
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TABLE 1 . - AIRFOIL ORDINATES 
[Stations and ordinates given in percent of local chord, 
measured pe rpendicular to wing-chord plane) 
NACA 66
0
_006 (2.84) NACA 66-006 
Root chord, (t/c)max = 2. 84% 87 .16 semispan station (t/c)max = 6% 
Upper Lower Upper Lower Stat ion 
surface surface surface surface 
- --'~. ---- ---_ ... -----
0 0 0 0 0 
·5 .216 I 
.216 .460 I .460 I 1.25 . 325 ·325 .690 I .690 2 :5 '0433 .433 ·920 ·920 
5 · 597 I ·597 1.265 i 1.265 
7· 5 .723 ·723 1. 533 ! 01. 533 ; 
10 .823 .823 1. 744. ! 1.7)+4 
15 1:004 1. 004 2.127 I 2.127 I 
20 1.130 1.130 2. 395 I 2·395 ! 
25 1.242 1. 242 2.625 I 2.625 
30 1. 312 I 1.312 2.780 I 2.780 40 1.403 1.403 2·970 I 2.970 
45 1.420 I 1.420 I 3.000 3· 000 50 1.411 1.411 I 2 .989 2. 989 55 1 .385 I 1.385 2·932 2·932 60 1.329 I 1· 329 I 2. 817 I 2.817 70 1. 095 ! 1. 095 I 2.318 I 2·318 , I 80 .796 I . 796 I 1.648 I 1.648 I 90 . 502 . 502 I .996 .996 i I 95 ·351 ! · 351 .671 .671 I ,-100 .203 1 .203 . 345 i . 345 0----'--'------ ,, _ 0 _. __ .. _ ....... __ 
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TABl.E II. - PHYSICAL CHARACTERTSTICS OF TIIE ~'iX -770 MODEL 
3 G . 
------_._ . ..... , 
-' ------ - .--. r- .. -.----------,~---------___. 
Model 
characteristics 
Tota l area includ-
ing ar ea within 















66- 006(2.84 )e 
Mod Hied NACA 






















Characteristics El evons Trimmer Rudder 
-
Movable area 0.0520 0 . 209' fO.0798 (sq ft) 
Control area 
Total wing and/or tail area 2 · 5 - - - 17 . 8 
(percent ) 
--- --------. ------... _._- - _._ ._ .. _ '---
~oth surfac es . Area includes area within body ducts to the 
r oot chord. 
bArea used to determine stabilizer bending-moment coeffic ient . 
CProjected in the horizontal plane. 
dparallel to pl~De of symmetry. 
eNACA 66-006 airfoil with thickness sca l ed linearly to 2 .84-per cent 
maximum t hickness r at io . 
f Both surfaces . 
. I 
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'l'fl..BLE lIT . - ~TICAL TAIL ORDI TES 
(stations and ordinates given in percent of local chord , 
measured perpendicular to plane of tail surface ] 
Root chord, (t/c )max = 5% Tip chord , (t/c)max = 5% 
Station Upper Lower Upper Lower 
surface surface surface surface 
0 0 0 0 I 0 ) 
· 5 .071 . 071 . 122 I .122 1.25 .155 . 155 . 204 . 204 I 
2·5 .268 .268 · 327 I . 327 
5 
'[ .494 .494 ! 
·531 I . 531 
7.5 .719 .719 .735 i .735 
10 I .917 .917 1.020 I 1. 020 I 15 I 1..283 1 . 283 1.306 I 1.306 20 I 1.608 1.608 1.633 ! 1.633 
25 
I 
1 .890 1 .890 ! 1.878 I 1.878 i 
30 2.101 2. 101 i 2.122 I 2 . 122 I I 40 '2.397 2.397 2 . 408 I 2.408 
45 2.482 2 . 482 I 2.490 I 2.490 ~ ! I 50 2 . 500 2. 500 I 2 ·531 2.531 
55 . , 2. 482 2 . 482 ~ 2.490 I 2.490 , I 60 2 . 397 
, 
2.408 2 . 408 ! 2 . 397 I I i 
70 i 2.101 2 . 101 I 2.122 2 . 122 75 1 .890 1 .890 1.878 1.878 I , 80 I .1.608 1 .608 ! 1.633 1.633 81 
I 
1.551 1.551 I 1·592 1 . 592 
Straight line to trailing edge 
100 I 
.381 1 . 381 I .408 I ~408 j 
L.E. r adius : 0.0282 i I L.E. r adius : 0 . 0816 
•• • •• • • • •• ". • ••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~. • • .. • . • • • • • •• • • • ~ • • • ••• • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • ••• • • • • •• • ~ • • • • • • 
r:AC'A R~, i SJl.52F.o7 
'rAl3LE IV . - LOdGITUDINAL 'l'EST COT-illI'l'IOl S 
[B, bod.y ; D, duct s ; b, boundar y-layer bleed; T, t rimmer; 
W, wing; V, vert ical-tail surfaces } 
Tes t Reynol ds Configur ation Mach No . No . 5.r No . (millions ) of model ~ oR 
1 1.4' , 4.2 BDbTWV 0 0 0 
2 1.6 4.2 , I 
I 
3 1.9 2.6". 
It 1.4 5·2 I 
5 1.6 5·2 I 1 
6 1.9 4.2 'if I 
7 1.4 11.2 _5° ! 8 1. 6 h.2 _5° I I I 
9 1.9 2.6 - ° I 
10 1.4 4.2 - +5° 
11 1.6 4.2 +5° : 
12 1.9 4.2 +5° i 13 1.4 5.2 +5° 
14 1.6 5.2 +5° 1 
15 1.9 3.1 +5° I 
16 1.4 3· 9 +10° I I 
17 1.6 3.9 +10° ! 
18 1.9 3.9 ·~100 V I 
19 1.4 3.9 0 +10° i 20 1.6 3·9 I +10° 
21 1. 9 3.6 +10° 
, 
, I 
22 1.4 5.2 +10° , 
23 1.6 5.2 i +10° I 
24 1.9 3.1 I +10° 
25 1.4 5.2 
-5° i 
26 1.6 5.2 
-5° i 
27 1.9 3.1 
-5° I 28 1.4 5.2 
-10° I 29 1. 6 5.2 
-10° 
30 1.9 3.1 
-10° I 31 1.4 5.2 
-150 I 
32 1.6 5.2 
-15° i 
33 1.9 3.1 -150 '\I 34 1.4 5.2 BDbTW 0 ---
35 1.6 5.2 1 I ---36 1.9 3.1 ---




38 1. 6 5.2 t --- ! ---39 1.9 3.1 --- ~ ---40 1.4 5.2 BDbT 0 
--- ---41 1. 6 5.2 t. J --- ---42 1.9 3.1 --- ---h3 1.4 5.2 BDbV --- -- 0 4-4 1. 6 5.2 t --- --- t 45 1. 9 3.1 --- ---46 1.4 5.2 BDb . ---
--- ---
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TABLE V. - LATERAL TEST CONDITIONS; M = 1.4, R = 5 .2 X 106 
[B, body; D, ducts ; b , boundary-layer bleed; T, trimmer ; 
W, wing; V, vertical-tail surfaces ] 
Test Con figuration 





















angle of attack 







~ ~ ~ 
- " - -
0 0 0 
- 50 t +50 
0 +150 
t ---0 
- 50 ! +50 
0 +150 
~ ~ ---
-- -_._. - -
•• • •• • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
· · 
.. • • 
· 
• 
• • • 
· 
• ••• 
•• • •• • • ••• • • 
•• • • 
• • . . 
• • 
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T ;\BLE . VI . - LONGITUDINAL Al\1J) INrERAL C}IJ\RAC':r:ERISTICS OF THE 0 . 07 -SCALE 
MX-770 MISSILE 
~cs:. c. cL C Co Cz c_ CBH :;J . D "T 
Teet a. CL CD Cm Cz C~T CB.'! INo . 
1 -2 .27 -0 .2 .~ ) .0,21 0 .0883 - - 0 .0013 -0 .0308 
-. 12 
- .0973 .0312 .0595 - - 0 - .0090 
1 .51, 
- .0177 .0281 .01.07 - - -. 0003 .0049 
5 -2· 33 -0 .1931 0 .0411 0 .0797 - - - - 0 .0013 -0 .ot03 
-
-1. 23 - .J407 .0366 .0670 - - - - .0005 - .0488 
- .13 - .0887 .0326 .0534 - - - - .0001 - .0378 
2. '0 .0227 .0283 .03'>9 - - - .0010 .0120 1.55 - .0130 .0293 .0366 - - - - -. 0002 - .0212 
3· 20 .0627 .0295 .0256 - - - .001!. .0191 
4·29 . 11')0 .0328 .01)1 - - - .0020 .0244 
5.38 . J·{l 2 .0380 .001,4 - .0027 .0269 
6 . Ii7 . 2304 .0 :;6 - .0078 - - -. O:l~t .0279 
7 · 57 ·2907 .0560 -. O~~ - .004 .0289 8 . 6 · 3501 .0687 - .031 - .0052 .0314 
9 ·75 . 1.085 .083J - .0478 - .0058 .0351 
10 .a4 . 1~70 .1001 - .0606 -
-
- . 0061. .0404 
" 
2. 40 .0234 .0295 .0285 - - - - -.0007 - .OJI'3 
3.25 .0611 .0309 .0211 - - - - -.001l -. 0089 
"': 4. 35 .1112 .0340 .0 06 - - - - - .0017 -. 00'0 
5· 45 .1623 .0388 .0005 - - - - -. 0022 -. 0016 
6 · 55 . 2128 .04 59 -. 0109 - - - - -. 0029 0 
7 .66 . 2671 .055 11 -.0224 - - - - - .0036 .0019 
8 .77 · 3192 .0669 - .0338 - - - - -. 0042 .0046 
9 .88 . 3724 .0805 - .0454 - - - - - .0048 .0081 
11.94 
· 5295 .1200 - .0,33 - - -. 00,0 .0482 
' 6 
-2. 23 - .1588 .0390 .0628 - - - - .0004 - .0153 
2 - 2. 26 - .1898 .0428 .0797 - - .00 1 - .0581 -1. 16 - . 1133 .0342 .0527 - - - - 0 - .0053 
- .ll - .0871 .0329 .0536 - - .OX2 - .0365 
1. 54 - .0128 .0295 .0307 - - 0 - .0209 
2 · 37 .0246 .02 7 .0296 - - -. 0006 - .0133 
3. 21 .0641 .0312 .0215 - - - .OJ09 -. 0088 
4. 29 .1149 .0348 .01l7 - - - .0015 - .0037 
-. 09 -. 0698 .0305 .01,27 - - - - .0001 .0053 
1.55 - .0039 .0281 .0293 - - - - -. 0002 .0180 
2· 37 .0291 .0283 .0235 - - - - - .0006 .0226 
, 
.. 3·19 .0626 .0296 .0169 - - - - - .0010 .0260 
4. 27 .1090 .0328 .0080 - - - - -. 0013 .0294 
" 5 ,38 .1679 .0403 .0007 - - - .0020 - .0017 
6 . 1.6 . 22~~ .01.74 -. 0195 - - - .0028 .0003 
7 ·55 .27';.<) .OOP7 - .0216 - - - · op~5 .0020 
~ 
7 -2· 37 - .2155 .0446 .0487 - - - - .0039 -. 0293 
./ 
-. 21 -. 1074 .0327 .0225 - - - - .0023 - .0049 
\ 8 .64 
· 3290 .0682 - .0332 - - - . 0:);.0 .0048 1. "4 - .0270 .0286 .0039 - - - - .0012 .0119 
9 ·73 . 3~28 .0818 - .04l.o - - - .0c1.6 .0078 2 . 28 .0151 .0282 - .0061 - - - - .0009 .0207 
10 .82 . 4368 .0977 - .0559 - - - .00;.2 .0126 
12.25 
· 5107 .1223 - .0704 - - - .0053 .0218 
3·ll .051'9 .0294 - .0150 - - - - .0001 .0273 
4. 20 .1096 .0323 - .0287 - - - - .0001 .0361 
5·29 .1675 .0369 -. 0424 - - - - 0 .0416 
3 - 2.15 - .1599 .0432 .0648 - - .0002 - .0081 
- .06 - .0744 .0350 .0453 - - .000.), .ou87 
6 . 37 . 2236 .0438 -. 0553 - - - - - .0007 .0454 
7 . 46 . 2802 .0527 - .0691 - - - - - .0012 .0495 
1. 53 - .0084 .0308 .0318 - - - . oeOl ' .0226 8 . 54 . 3372 .0641 - .0822 - - - - - .0016 .0524 
2·32 .0238 .0304 .0257 - - -.00:l2 .0261 9.63 . 3943 .0'(76 -. 0944 - - - - - .0024 .0577 
3·11 .0565 .0312 .0201 - - - .0006 .0284 10 ·72 . 4523 .0933 - .1064 - - - - -. 0030 .0624 
4.18 .1016 .03 1 .oL6 -
-
-. (l01l .0317 12 ·91 . 5649 .1313 -. 1271 - - - - - .0044 .0744 
5·22 .1475 .0386 .0025 - - - .0015 .0332 
6 . 26 .1929 :0448 - .0066 - - - .0020 .0372 
7 · 31 . 2381. .05211 - .0156 - - - .002 3 .0395 
8) -2· 35 - .1980 .0437 .0427 -0 .0004 .0027 -. 0565 
- . 20 - .0971 .0333 .0179 -. 0008 .0014 - .0390 
8 · 36 . 28 9 .0620 - .0250 - - -. ()O29 .0430 1. 57 - .0206 .0295 .0003 - .0012 .0006 -. 0192 
9 · 40 . 3283 .0731 -. 0 33 - - - .0032 .0465 2.28 .0183 .02 4 - .0085 - .0014 .0003 -.0103 
10 . 44 . 3728 .0857 -. 0~11 - - - .0035 .0511 3·11 .0566 .0305 - .0169 - .0015 0 - .0034 
:- 12 ·53 . 4596 .1 57 - .0559 - - - .001.5 .0616 4. 20 .1074 .0336 -. 0289 - .0017 0 .0052 
5. 28 .1603 .0385 _.OI'lJ - :0020 - .0003 .0107 
4 
- 2 · 33 - . 2107 .0422 .0888 - - . 00~ 3 - .031? 6 . 36 .2120 .0450 ~ . 0 520 -. 0022 -.0008 .0146 
-1. 23 - .1552 .0357 .07111 - - .0006 - .0191 7 · 44 . 2632 .0534 -. 0631 -. 0024 - .0014 .0180 
_ .11, 
- .1005 .0313 .0S99 - - 0 - .0088 8 . 53 · 3160 .061'0 - .0740 -. 0026 - .0017 .0218 
1. 54 -. 0182 .0279 .0400 - - - . 0004 .0059 9 .61 . 3678 .0765 - .0844 .- .0027 -. 0022 .0255 
2 . 40 .02ll .0279 .032;; - -
- . OO~~ .0129 3. <,6 . 0604 .0292 .02r - - - . 00_ .0170 
10 .70 . 4186 .0909 - .0944 - .0029 - .0027 .0300 
12 .88 ·5220 .1257 - .1118 - .0032 - .0040 .0403 
4· 37 .1l48 .0328 .01-0 - - - . 0::;22 . 0224 
5. 50 .1'(27 .0383 .0028 , 
- - .0030 .0253 
6 .62 . 2310 . 01.60 -.0092 - - - .00:;8 .0260 
7.74 . 2901 .O;-t.£ - .0227 - - - . 00:.6 .0268 
8 .90 . 3>21 .(69) - . o3~:; - - - . OJ~3 .0297 
--' 
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••• •• NACA RH SA52E07 
1'. LSLE VI. - COIITINUED 
'i'l.:st. CL CD C" C1 CCT Cs" 
':'est 
G. CL CD Cm C1 CllT r ?.!~ 1.0 . G. !;o . 
9 -?20 -<> . 11-.1 l; J.0451 O.0?9g -0 . 0007 0 . 0012 -<l .on3 11- -2 .22 -0 . 113:;8 :> . 0":)0 0 . 112!. - 0 .0007 0 .0005 - J . ):' • 
-. 11 -. 07)1 .0352 .0069 -. 0012 .00·.)5 - . 0011 -. 02 - .0796 .03 5 . 6881 - .0012 - .0006 - . f'\ 3'" 3 
1.36 - . 00;:1.; .036 - . 0013 -. 0015 O. . 0171 1.68 -. 004;> .03?4 . 014 9 - . 0016 - . 0:)18 - ·. v.~') 
2 . .>J .01:'03 . 0311 - .0103 -. 0016 - . ()()05 . (,245 2 · )3 .0312 .0331 .0699 - . OOlj - :002; - . '11 .. " ( 
3.06 .0521 . 0314 -. 0170 - .001 - .0003 . 03~2 3· 37 . 0690 .03?O . 0639 -. 0020 - . 0029 - .or e.: 
", 11. 12 .0 1,1 . 0339 -. 0258 -.0020 -. OOG2 . 03 5 4 . 48 . 1213 .0391 .0542 - .0022 - .0035 - .r-')7G 
5 . 17 . 1 )1 . 037"7 - .03 7 -. 0021 -. 0003 .0410 5 · 59 .1761 .01,51 .01,29 -. 0024 - .00"2 _. I..., . , 
. 21 . 18'32 . 0434 -. 01,39 - .0024 -.ox6 .0450 6 . 71 . 2327 . 0536 .0303 - . 00~6 - . 00~p -. C},; .... , 
~ . 26 . 23C1 . 050~ - .051G -. 0028 - .0010 .0490 7 ·82 . 2871 .0650 .0178 -. 0026 - .005
4 
-. 0100 
· 30 . 2757 .059 - .05-j - .0029 - . 0018 . 0525 
9 · 35 · 3193 .0697 - .066'5 -.0031 -. 0022 .0559 15 - 2 . 12 -. 1512 .01,28 .0952 .000" .0001 - .0: 11 
10 . 39 · 328 .0816 - .0734 - . 0033 - .0026 .0599 
- .0013 - .oC08 .0348 .0166 .0001 - .1)001 .OJ'j6 
12 . 49 . 1. 493 . 1103 - .0859 -. 0038 -. 0033 .0613 1.60 . 0011. . 032~ . 0670 - .0004 - .ooc8 . 0:'1·7 
10 - 2 . 19 
-. l'>75 .0422 . 1?l3 -. 0000 0 - .035 2 · 39 . 0222 .0323 . 060~ -. OOC6 - .0010 . on" 
- .0362 - 10 .0333 .0')77 - .001 2 -. 0014 - .0150 3· 21 .0653 .033 4 .0558 - .0007 -. 0011. . ()~·6 
1 .61 
- .0213 . 03~ . 0816 - .0017 - .0027 - .003) 4. 27 . 1093 .0367 . 01066 - .0005 -. 00 9 .026., 
2 . "" .0](.4 .0312 .0162 - .0017 - .003 4 .001" 5· 33 . 155" .0 419 .0368 - .001: - . 002~ .02), 
3 . 27 .0518 .0324 .0716 - . OOHl -. 001.0 .006" 6 · 38 . 2011 .0487 .02 7 -. 0016 - . 0028 . O29? 
4· 36 . 1023 .03)9 .Oo;j - .00 1 - . 00~9 . 01 42 7 . 43 . 266 .0572 .0168 - .0018 - .0033 .c': ... .::: 
5 . 44 . 152" .0408 .0532 - .00;: 3 -. oo~ . 013" 8 . 49 . 2938 .0675 . 0065 -. 00;: 1 - . 0037 . 03 100 
·5 . 21,)0 . 01'90 . 0LOo - . OO2~ - .006!. . 0124 9 . 54 69 .0787 - .0025 - .00211 - .0042 .0:(;6 
7 .62 . 2067 .0;85 . 021..,11 - .0025 -. 007J .oll6 10 .61 . 3824 ·0922 - .0119 - . 0023 - .00"6 .0 .. :2 
I 
II 
8 . 73 · 32)1 .0709 .0118 -. 002 5 -. 0076 . 0)23 12 ·71 . 4691 . 1234 - .0253 -. 0034 - .00)4 .OJ II 
9 · 39 . 3643 .0801 . 0022 - .0024 - .0080 .0136 
16 - 2 . 39 - . 2161 .01,89 .1655 - .ool) - .0019 - .0374 
11 - 2 .18 
- . 1835 .0 7 . 1127 - .ooc6 . OV03 - .0551 .04 - .0, 2 .03'39 . 1376 - .0018 - .001' 1 -. Jl; l 
- .02 - . 08~3 . 0327 .0)07 - .0010 - . OOC- - .0339 1.6 - .0285 \ 03':;9 . 121,5 - .0023 - .0055 - .00;0 
1. 60 
- . 019 4 . 0303 .0757 - .00 4 - . 0010 - .0211 2 · 50 .00 8 .0372 .1179 - .0025 -. 0061 - . ::,028 
2 . 42 .0111 . 0304 .0712 - . 0016 - . 0022 
- .0156 3· 33 .01'01 .0385 . 1130 - .0022 - . 0 7 - . 0003 
3. 24 .0407 . 0328 .0656 - . 0017 - .0027 - .0106 4 . 42 .0849 .OL17 . 1068 - .002e - .0074 .00 14 
4 . 32 .0931 .0351• . ()~63 - .0018 - . 003L - . 0076 5 · 50 .1354 .0464 . 0960 - . 0031 - .0083 .0014 
5 . 40 .1/;23 .oLel . 0'-52 - .0021 - . 00- : - . 0090 6 . 59 .1935 .051.4 . 0811 - .00;2 - .0089 .00: 0 
6 . 47 .1940 .0470 .032, - .002, 
- .00-0 - .0097 7 ·66 : 2473 . 0643 .0650 - .0::12 - .0097 0 
7 · 55 . 2433 . O:;~~ .0207 - . 0025 - . oo~: -. 0104 8 .63 . 2937 .066 . .0079 - .0027 - .0057 - . 0099 17 - 2 · 37 - .1978 .0396 .1:;15 -. 0005 - .0006 - .0569 
9 ·70 . 34 3 .0792 - .00;3 - .0028 - . 0062 - .0071 .03 - .0866 . 0398 . 1259 - . 0011 - .0024 - .0345 
10 .78 · 3942 .0936 - .0181 - .0023 
- .0066 - .0024 1.66 - .0209 .0381 .1121 -. 0015 - .0031: - .0206 
2 . 48 .0110 .0382 . 1061 - .0017 - .0039 - . 0166 
12 
- 2 . 13 - . 1489 .03% . 091'2 - . 0001 .0007 - .0206 3· 29 .04011 .0392 .1028 - . 0020 -. 0043 - . 0133 
-. 02 - . 0683 .0305 .0-61 -. ooc 3 - . 0<X'1. - . 0008 h . h2 . 1058 .0 1, 40 . 0949 - .0023 - .0049 -. 0103 
1.61 . 0010 .0284 .0685 -. 0003 -. ooc5 .0167 5. 45 . 1357 . 0 478 . 0817 - . 0024 -. 0055 - .0117 
2· 39 .0183 .0283 .0623 - .000,) - . 001.2 .0194 6 · 52 . 18115 .0549 .0669 - .0026 - . 0059 -. 0095 
3· 20 .0502 .0293 . 05;6 - .0007 -. 00:6 .0205 7 · 59 . 2367 .0643 .0523 - .0028 -. 0065 - .0102 4 . 26 
.0898 .0323 . 0468 
- . 0009 -. OC2~ . 0209 8 .79 . 2874 . 1049 .0371 - . 003 1 - .0070 - .0131 
5 · 32 . 1321 .0369 .0373 -. 0012 -. 0025 .0221 9 · 73 . 3361 . . 0878 .0230 -. 0032 - . 0075 - .0116 6 . 3-( 
. 1770 .0 431 . 02~7 - . 001 4 -. C:)2':: . 0220 
'( . 43 . 21':14 . 0507 .0 69 - .0010 . O~':"..;. .0240 18 - 2 . 34 - .1591 .0451 .1295 .00ll .0002 - .0090 
8 . 49 . 2636 .0600 .0071 - .0019 - .00:;;: .0273 .0 4 -. 0669 .0376 . 1091 .0005 - .0008 .0112 
9 . 54 · 3044 .0703 - .0027 -. 0021 
- . 00- 3 .0313 1.63 - .0122 .0367 .0986 .000 ) - . 0016 .0277 
10 · 59 . 3339 . 0810 - .0113 - .00;:4 - . C>C ~ - . 0360 2 . "3 . O~~ .0370 .09 2 - . 000 1 - .0021 .0326 12 . 9 . 4200 . 1095 - .02&9 - . 0029 - .cc5c .0505 3· 23 .04' .0380 .0889 - .000 2 - .0025 .0329 
4 · 29 . 08~.() .01,09 . 0798 0 - .0029 .0302 
13 - 2 . 24 
- . 2037 .0432 . 1232 -. 0009 
- .OOC: -. 0321 5 . 34 . 1272 .0 457 .0682 - . 000 4 -. 0034 .0300 
-. 02 - .08'35 . 0337 ·0960 - .0015 - . co:.; - .0117 6 . 40 . 1746 .0526 . 0~53 - .0007 - .0039 .0336 
1. 68 - .C070 .0)13 . ()'j12 
- .0020 
- . C':2~ 0 7 . 44 . 21 2 .0599 . .0 39 - . 0013 -. 001,3 .03 3 
2 . 54 .0322 .0318 . O75~ - .0020 -. OO,e .0044 8 . 50 . 2655 .0692 .0327 .001 9 - .00 48 .0328 
3 · 39 . 06 1 .03 7 .07E - .0021 - .00-:; .0089 9 . 55 · 3008 .0803 .0221 - .0026 - .0053 .0327 
4 · 51 . 1;> .. !· .O.ns .oG25 - .002' -. c·~; : .0141 10 · 59 · 3366 .0922 .0124 - . 003 3 - . 0057 .0352 
5 .63 . 18:J;J .0 1,2 . O~la - .0027 - .0::: . 0130 12 . 70 . ~176 . 1208 - .0052 - .0036 -. 0061 .0 470 
6 . 75 . 2458 .0533 .0389 - .0029 - . (,· ... 67 .oll3 
1 
•• . .. • 
· 
• •• •• • • •• • ••• • • 
• • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • 
• • •• • • • • • • •• • •• • • 
• • . • ... • • • • 
• • • •• 
· 
••• • • 
I ACA RM 0A52E07 
TABLE Vl . - CONTIN1JED 
TeOl I, 0. ::0 . CL Co C['-I C1 ChT Cml 
esc 
0. CL CD Cm C1 COT 11M No . 
1'-
- 2 . 27 -O . '?4~ 0 . 0420 0 .0·0'41- ) .0041 0 .001" 0 .0:')7 
- . 12 - . \".(:·.0 . 03211 . 01•41) .003) .0001 - . 00131 
1.54 -. 0027 .0302 .02'j7 .0032 - .0002 .0060 
2 · 37 .03 1 .0303 .01110 .0032 -.0010 .0127 
3 . 21 . 0175 .0326 . 0').15 .0032 - . 0013 .0190 
4 . 30 . .1.)26 .0 6~ - .001:' .00?9 - .0019 .0?39 
5 · 39 . 19'J6 .0421 - . 01:~ . 0::>28 - .0027 . 02'4 
6.l8 :2:" 7r, .Or. 1 "1-") ~ . 'O:i 6 -. 0035 .0277 -. _ .. 
7 · 57 · )('74 .0608 - .o! . 0025 -. 00'14 .02811 
8 .67 · ~677 .0740 - .OJ1!o . 00~5 -. 0051 .0308 
9 . 70 . 4_'6 .0890 - . ~o~ · . OO2b - .00)8 .OJ 9 
23 - 2 · 32 -0 .1795 J . O!.27 0 .ote9 0 .0028 0 .0012 - ~ . 0562 
- · )3 - .0T!5 . 034Q . 0111? . 0024 . 0::>01 -. 0358 
1. 56 -. 0026 .0311 . 0~'.7 .0021 -. 0001 - .0209 
2 . 41 .0 52 .0317 .0171 .0019 -. 0007 - .0134 
3· 25 . 0733 . 03~~ . 0100 .0017 -. 0010 -. coBB 
4 · 35 . 1263 .037 -. 0006 .0015 -. 0016 - .0050 
5 · 46 . i810 .0433 - .0118 .00 13 - .0021 -. 0024 
6 . ')7 . 2}L9 .0512 - .0231 .001 2 - .0029 -. 0011 
7 . 68 . 28~') . 0610 - .0311 2 .0009 - .0035 .0002 
8 .81 . 31,3) .0737 - - .0007 - . 001.2 .0024 
9 . 73 · 3970 .0867 - . 0')7',1 .000 4 -. 001.0 . 0063 
10 .86 . L~73 . 1071 - . OTlI • .00;;6 - .0063 .01,00 
20 - 2 . 23 -. 175::- .0420 . 0",(,- .OOZ6 .0010 - .0541 
- . 10 - .0704 .0339 . OJ'22 . 0024 . 0002 -. 0342 
1. 54 -. v,) i.,;J . 0313 .O?"I .0021 0 -. 0185 
2 · 38 . (':'0'3 .0319 .018b .0019 - .0006 - .ou9 
3 .18 .o'n ;; .0336 .0101 .00)9 -. 0009 -. 0069 
4 . 26 . 12Jo . 0376 .0007 .0018 - .0014 - . 0019 
. 5 · 33 . n51 . 0428 -. 0~u5 . 0016 - .0019 0 
6 . 41 . 2?91 .0503 
- . O2~~ . 0013 - .0025 .0015 
7. 48 . 27.1 .059 4 - .032 .0012 - .0032 .0030 
8 . ')7 · ;3~1 . 0714 - .0'-"0 .ooc9 -. 0038 .0057 
9 ·65 · )87 , . 08~o - . O';~".J .OOC7 - .0044 .0087 
10 . 70 . 4 jaB .1008 6 .0000 - .0049 .01 34 
12 .85 . ~I'l) .1377 - .08G4 :0003 - .0060 .0263 
24 - 2 .18 -.1499 .0420 .0564 .002 3 .0004 -. 0121 
-. 07 - .06 2 .0336 .0365 .00 20 . 0001 .0065 
1. 51 • . 0022 .0 11 .0233 .001 5 . 0001 .0199 
2 . 34 .035') . 0311. .017) .0014 - .0003 .0245 
3 ·15 .0685 .0326 .0109 .0011 - .0007 .0281 
4 .21 . 11 45 .0357 .0022 .OOC9 - .0011 .0313 
5 . 27 . 1589 . 0406 -. 0 7 . ooc8 - .0016 .0341 
6 . 32 .2042 .0 71 - .0157 . 0005 -. 0018 .0369 
7 · 38 . 2504 .0553 - .02 6 .000 1 - .0023 . 0398 
8 . 113 . 2961 .0652 - .033 4 -. 000 2 -. 0028 .0432 
9 . 1.9 · 3397 .0766 -. 01,15 - .0005 - .0031 . 061 
10 . ~l~ · 3835 .0895 - .0 495 - .0009 -. 0016 .c508 
12 . 65 . t.689 . 1210 .-. 0644 -. 0015 - .0044 .0598 
25 - 2 . 34 -. 2196 .0439 .0972 - .0027 - .0001 -. 0325 
21 - 2 . 17 - . 1430 .0412 .0557 .00.3 .0004( -. 0075 
- .07 - .oG"3 .0325 . o~60 . 0:1l8 . 0002( .0103 
1.52 -. 0063 . 0304 . O?~? .00)5 0 . 0215 
2 · 32 .0:'32 .0305 .0iC;' .00,2 -. 0003 .0253 
3 ·11 .05 :; .0316 .0 06 .0011 -. 0007 .0290 
4 .18 .0938 .03 3 .0024 .0009 -. 0012 .0317 
5 · 23 . 1375 .0387 - .0061 .0OCo - .0015 .0345 
6 . 28 . 1805 .0446 - . 01)3 . 0004 -. 0019 .0372 
7· 33 . 2250 .0523 - .0242 .0001 - .0023 .0389 
- . 14 - . 1081 .0326 .0683 . - .0032 0 - .0103 
].51. 
- . 0253 .0287 .0487 - .0035 0 .00 7 
2 . 40 . 01;5 .0286 .0403 - .0035 - . (00) .011 
3· 25 .0541 .0300 . . 032; - .0037 -. 0001 . ::>176 
4 . 37 . ll06 .0333 . 0223 - .0040 -. 0001 .0221 
. 5 . 8 . 1673 .0384 .-0116 -. 0042 - .0029 .0245 
G.60 . 2289 .0465 -. 0007 -. 0044 -. 0038 .0248 
7 · 72 . 2893 .0570 - .01 47 - .0045 -. 00 ~ . 02:;9 
8 . 73 . 3444 .0686 - .0273 - .0044 - .0052 .0286 
8 · 38 . 263~ .0606 - .032l - .0001 -. 0028 .0414 
9 · 45 · 31e3 .0733 - .0411 -. OOO L -. 0031 .0442 
10 · 51 · 36';0 .0866 -. 0492 - .0007 -. 00'6 .047 
12.62 . 4510 . 1173 -. 0640 - .0011 -. 0045 .0574 
14 . 74 
· 53JO . 1549 -. 0759 - . 0015 -. 0053 .0697 
",6 - 2 . 27 - . 1944 .0428 .0848 - .0025 .0011 - .0553 
. 12 -· 091,5 . 0337 .0599 -. 0030 .0002 - .0359 
1 . 511 - .0194 .0302 .0432 -.0032 -. 0001 -. 0205 
2 · 31' .0176 .0303 .0358 - . 0034 -. oooe - .0136 
3 ·21 .0552 .0311 .0281. - .0036 - .0010 -. 0090 
22 - 2 . 34 -. 196) .04 4 . 0755 .0039 .0013 - .0319 
- . 14 - .08?9. .0331 .01'01 .003 3 0 - .0097 
1.')6 -. 002'! .0302 . . 0<-61 .00: 1 - .0004 .0052 
2 . 1 .03'11 . 0307 . 0178 .0030 -.0011 .0119 
3 · 26 .0775 .0;'?6 .0')1', .00 30 - .0015 .0181 
4 . 37 . ) 3"5 .03G7 - . 0,)1 .. . 0027 - .002) .0225 
) · 1, 9 . 1926 . 0 2,) - . o!. 30 .0025 -. 00 . 024 
4 · 31 . 1074 .0350 .0180 -. 0037 - .0016 - .00!.2 
5 · 40 . 1596 .0 00 .0076 - .0039 - .0020 - .0022 
6 . 49 . 2138 .0471 - .0032 - .0042 - .0028 - . coo 3 
7 . 59 . 2679 .0')64 - . 0150 - .0044 - .0034 .0016 
8 .68 · 3220 .0679 - .0265 - .0046 - .00!.1 . oc38 
9 · 77 · 3759 .oen -. 0380 -. 0047 - .OOq .0070 
10 . 87 · 1,310 .0973 .0497 - .0048 -. 0053 .0122 
6 . 1 ·?52lJ .0511 """'") - . ........ /J . 002 - .0035 .0250 
7 · 72 . }1l9 .06:>0 - . ~~q2 . 002 4 -. 0045 .0261 
8 .85 . 37?9 . .;~'''l - . 0~·tJ .0022 -.0053 . 0295 
9 · 9:; 276 .0')C8 _ . cOL. Ii , 002 3 -.0059 .0331 
T(,F~ a. CL Cn ";n :.". 
27 - 2 .1P - 0 . 1"9 . 0 ~ .. ) . 0702 
-. 07 - .07"7t... . 032.' . n482 
1. 53 - .0116 .0?:)8 . 03Y) 
2 · 33 .0216 . 029~ . 0287 
3·13 .0 " -'( .0307 .028 
4 . 20 .09)) . 0337 .0 41 
. 26 .1 55 .038'- . 0055 
1 . 19:) . 0 q - .0032 
7 · 3'( . 2393 . 052f -. 0120 
8 ' ~2 . 2840 .0622 - .0?14 
9 . <3 · 3268 .0729 -. 0294 
10 . 54 . 3734 .0858 - .0377 
12. 65 . 1.601 . 1162 - .0522 
28 - 2 . 34 - . 2267 .0463 . 101'9 
-. 13 
- . 1154 . 0348 . 0763 
1 .. 53 
- .0342 .0306 . 0~5 
2 · 39 . 0056 .0304 .01>87 
3· 25 .0456 .0313 .0407 
4 · 36 . 1009 .03 I, . 0301 
5 · 47 .158- .OJ93 .0193 
6 · 59 . 2192 . 0470 .00'9 
7 . 71 . 2798 .0573 - .006h 
8 . 83 . 3413 . 0701 - .0207 
9 ·62 . 3861 .0808 - .0306 
29 - 2 · 31 -. 20:;'2 .0450 .0921 
-. 13 -. 1028 . 0352 .066'( 
1. 54 -. 02:;.<> . 03~.~ .0 488 2 · 39 .0125 .031 . 0414 
3 .24 .0517 .0328 .0336 
11· 35 . 1038 .0359 .0231. 
5 . 45 . 1579 .01109 .0125 
6 · 56 . 2131 .01.82 .001l 
7 .67 . 2664 .0:)75 - .0097 
8 . 78 . 3225 .0 93 - .02;>2 
9 .89 · 3785 .0833 - .031'2 
30 . 2 .18 -. J( l6 . 0420 .0715 
-. 08 - .082i .0338 .0529 
1. 53 l'n .0308 . 03 l 
2 · 33 .0166 .0305 .0331 
3 ·1 ~ . 0 9J .031 4 . 0270 
l . 21 .0934 .030 .0185 
5 ·26 . 1396 .0391 .0100 
6 · 31 .1831 .0447 .0012 
7. 36 . 2293 .0523 - .0078 
8 . 42 . 2751• .0616 - .0170 
9 . 40 . 319:> .on) - .0252 
10 · 5l · 3650 ' 08l9 - .033 4 
12 .65 . 453:) . 1J60 -. 0487 
j 
J 
•• • •• • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • •• • • 
.. 
• 
• • • • • ••• 
















•••• • • 
.. . . 
••• • • 
•• • • 
•••• •• 
. TABLE VI . - CONTINUED 
Tcst a. 
tlo . Cz ;hT CBI~ CL CD em Cz Cr'T 
-0 .0016 0 .0003 - 0 .0073 31 - 2 . 34 - 0 . 2369 0 . 04~9 0 . 1130 - 0 . 0072 0 . 0013 
- .0021 .0001 .0102 - . 14 - . 1~39 . 0372 .0530 - .0077 0 
- .0023 - . 0001 .0232 1. 53 - .01,01 .0328 .0630 - .0077 - .0004 
2· 38 - .0004 .0325 .051.9 - .0079 - .0010 
3· 25 .0398 .0331, .ol09 - .0080 - . 0015 
- .0025 - .0003 .027 4 
- .0026 - .0006 .0302 
4 · 36 .091.0 .0359 . 0363 - .0079 - .0021 
5 . 48 . 1526 .0409 .0254 - .0083 - .0030 
6 · 59 . 2116 . 04~? .OU7 - .0086 - .00,8 
7 . 71 ·2712 .058 .0005 -. 0087 - .0046 
8 . 83 · 3351 .0714 - .0140 -. 0087 - . 0054 
-. 0029 - .001l .0306 
-. 003 - .0016 .0329 
- .00' 4 - .0020 .0357 
- .0037 - .0025 .0385 
-. 0039 - .0029 .0412 
- .0043 -. 0033 .0436 9 ·75 · 38)6 .0834 - . 0252 -. 0085 - .0059 
32 - 2 · 31 - . 2099 .0472 ·0973 - .0061 .0011 
- .00 45 - .0037 .0478 
- .0051 - .0045 .0578 
- . 13 - . 083 . . 0373 .0720 - .0066 . 0002 
1.51. - .0312 .0334 .05 I, - .0067 - .0001 
2 . 38 . 0061 .0333 .0 69 - .0069 -. 0007 
- .0050 .0012 -. 0335 
- .0055 0 - .0109 
- .00';7 - .0003 .0042 3.24 .0463 .0354 .0390 - .0070 - .0010 
- .oo~ - . 0011 .0112 4 . 35 .0 68 .0373 . 0288 -. 0071 - .0015 
- . 0058 - .0015 .0l'i6 5 · h6 .. 1523 .0423 .0180 -. 0074 -. 0022 
- .0061 - .0021 .0223 6 . )6 . ;>061, .0493 . 0072 - .0077 -. 0029 
- .0063 - .0029 .0252 7 .67 .?Lo5 .0585 - .001.1 -. 0078 - .0036 
8 . 78 . 31'16 .0702 - .0168 -. 0079 -. 0042 
9 ·90 . 3742 .0841 - .0290 -. 0079 - . 0048 
- . 0065 - .0037 .0251 
-. 006 
-. 001'5 .0268 
- .0066 - . 0052 .0290 
. - .0064 
-. 0057 .0321 33 - 2 . 17 -. 1727 .0 457 . 0773 - .0041 . 0001 
-. 08 - .0861 .0351 .0567 - . 0044 .0001 
1.52 - . 02~~ . 03~r .0432 - . 0047 0 
2 · 32 .010 . 032 .0374 -. 0049 - .0002 
- .0044 .001l 
- .0576 
-. 00 8 .0001 - .0370 
- .0045 - .Od"ul -. 0217 3 ·13 .0453 .0330 .0308 - .0051 -.0007 
- .0051 - .0007 - .0145 . 20 .0882 .0354 .0221, - .0051 - .0010 
- .0053 - .0010 - .0099 5 ·25 . 1339 .0399 .0140 -. 0055 - .0014 
- .005" - .0015 - .0054 6 . 31 .1775 .0453 .0051 - .0057 -. 0018 
- .0057 - .0021 - .0028 7 · 36 . 2242 . 0527 -. 0041 - .0059 - .0022 
- .0059 - .0029 - .0011 8 . 42 . 2697 .0617 - .0134 - .0061 - .0028 
-. 0061 
- .0035 .0005 9 . 47 · 3127 .0722 - .0216 -. 0063 - .0031 
- .0062 - .0041 .0033 10 · 53 . 3561 .0846 - .0301 -. 0065 - .0037 
-. 0063 - .00 47 .0067 12 .64 . 44li7 .1138 - .0450 -. 0070 -.0045 
- .0027 .0001 -. 0066 34 - 2 . 33 - . 1923 .0372 .0770 - - - . 0013 
-. 0032 .0001 .on4 -. 13 
- ·0909 .0276 .0536 - - - 0 
1 ·55 -. 0135 .0237 .0366' - - - -. 0005 
2 . O· . 0241 .0239 .0293 - - - -. 0011 
- .0035 -. OO~~ . 0241 
-. 0038 - .000 .0281 
-. 0039 -. 0007 .0313 3· 25 .0638 .0257 .0216 - - - -. 0015 
- .001.0 - .0010 .0341 4· 36 . 1178 .0291 .0108 - - - -. 0021 
- . 0044 -. 001; .0376 5 . 47 .1721, .0343 0 - ' - - - .0029 
6 · 59 . 23~l . 0420 - .0117 - - - - .0037 
7 · 70 . 289 . 0524 - .0245 - - - - .0046 
- .0046 - .0019 .0395 
- .0048 -. 0023 .0421 
- .0051 - .0028 .0452 8 . 87 . 3504 .0655 - .0366 - - - -. 0053 
- .0053 - . 0032 .0483 
- .0056 -. 0036 .0519 
- .0060 
- .001'3 .0614 
CB1., 













































NACA RM SA52E07 
Test. 
!~o . <L CL Co 
35 - 2· 31 - 0-"800 0 .0,8-
-. 13 -. 0811 .0291 
1. 55 - .0112 .0260 
2. 1<0 
·9257 .0264 
3· 25 .02,)5 .0279 
4. 34 .1131 .0321 
5· 45 .1654 .0371 
6 . 55 .2160 .0 36 
7 .65 .2689 .0530 
8 .75 · 3213 .0643 
9. 58 . 3621 .07411 
36 - 2 .21 -. J 531 .0373 
- .09 -. 0719 .0286 
1.54 - .0087 .0261 
2 . 36 . 0233 . 0250 
3.18 .0550 .0266 
11 . 25 
.0979 .0295 
5· 32 .1420 .0341 
6 . 40 .1854 .0400 
37 - 2. 27 - .1937 .0368 
- .13 -. 0927 .0264 
1. 50 -. 0178 .0227 
2· 33 .0202 .0228 
3·15 .0558 .02 2 
4. 23 .1085 .0271 
5· 30 .1608 .0316 
6 . 37 . 2128 .0381 
1. 45 . 26;6 .0469 
8 · 52 . 3198 .0577 
9 .60 · 3719 .0704 
38 -2. 26 -.17711 .0378 
- .14 - .0965 .0281 
1. 51 - .0135 .0245 
2. 34 .0225 .0246 
3·17 .0581 .0261 
11 . 24 .10;6 .0290 
5· 31 .1540 .0332 
6 . 38 . 2017 .0394 
7. 45 .2484 .0473 
8 . 53 . 2967 .0574 
9 .60 · 3437 .0692 
10 .68 
· 3915 .0827 
39 - 2.17 -. 1537 .0354 
- ·09 - .0-(')6 .0278 
1. 51 - .0136 .0243 
2. 30 .0180 .02 3 
3·10 .0490 .0252 
4.16 .0899 .02:,6 
5·20 .1292 .0314 
6 . 211 .1710 :0371 
7. 28 . 2102 .0437 
8 . 32 . 2509 .0518 
9· 3? . 2899 .0612 
10 . 1'1 · 3292 .0720 
12 · 51 . 4074 .0988 
• • ••• • • 
~ .. . ~ . 
• • •• • • 
• •• • • 
•• •• • • • • •• 
• •• 
• • • 
•• • 
• •• • 
• • •• 
• • •••• 
• •• 
• • •• 
• •• 
•• •• 
• e s • • • 
.. . .. 
.... . . 
. . ~ . 
. ... . ,. 
TABLE VI. - CONTI NUED 
Test 
em Cl ChT CB~\ r:o . 0. CL CD em 




.0338 - - - .0001 - -
40 - 2.18 -0 .01,01 J.O l? -O.Olel -
- .04 - .0185 .0196 .008S -
1.58 - .0016 .0193 .0290 -
.0262 
- -
-. 0006 - - 2.3e .0102 .0196 .0398 
.0228 
- -
-. 0004 - -
.0094 - - '- .0016 - -
- .0009 - - - .0021 - -
~ 3·19 .0198 .0202 .0504 -4.27 .0327 .0214 .0651 -
\ 5· 35 .0461 .0231 .0806 -
-. 0111 
- -
- .0029 - - 6 . 1'3 .O:m .0254 .0964 -
-. 0217 - - - .0035 - - 7 · 51 .07'26 .0284 .1123 -
- .0319 - - - .0041 - - 8 . 59 .0865 .03 9 .1292 -
- .0401 
- -
- .0046 - -
41 -2.18 - .0420 .0209 -. 0160 -





.0315 - - 0 - -
; 1. 57 .0002 .0190 .0276 -
" 
2· 37 .0094 .0195 .0373 -
.0255 - - - .0005 - - 3.18 .0192 .0201 .0 72 -
.0194 - - - .0009 - - 4. 26 .0322 .0213 .0612 -
.0115 - - - .0012 - - 5. 34 .0462 .0233 .0754 -
.0034 - - -. 0017 - - 6 . 42 .0585 .0255 .0898 -
- .0043 - - - .0020 - - 7. 49 .0725 .0286 .1045 -
.0973 - - - - - - -
8 . 57 .0863 . 03~e .1185 -9 .65 .1037 .036 .1324 -
.0537 - - - - - - -
.0228 
- - - - - - -
42 -2.11 - .0417 .0201 - .0106 
-
.0067 
- - - - - - -
-. 0086 - - - - - - - : 
- .02 -. 0199 .0177 .0112 -
\ 1 · 54 - .00.2)' .0172 .0275 -
- .0307 - - - - - - - 2 · 33 .0072 .0173 .0361 -
' -. 0530 - - - - - - - 3·11 .0168 .0179 .04[,7 -
-. 0753 - - - - - - - 4.16 .0291 .0193 .0;68 -
-. 0986 - - - - - - - 5· 21 .0416 .0212 .0687 -
- .1221 - - - - - - - 6 . 26 .0532 .0232 .0809 -
-. 1443 
- - - - - - - 7· 32 .0671 .0261 ·0920 -
8 . 37 .0820 .0298 .1038 -
.0890 - - - - - - - 9. 42 .0972 .0340 .1142 -
.0549 - - - - - - -
.0207 - - - - - - -
10 . 11"{ 
.111'0 .0391 .1257 -
12· 58 .1522 .0519 .1444 -
.0054 - - - - - - -
-. 0092 - - - - - - - 43 - 2.14 -. 0646 .0247 .0259 -
-. 0288 
- - - - - - -
- .05 - .0275 .0204 .0150 -
-. 0490 - - - - - - - 1. 52 - .0011 .0202 .0081 -
-. 0686 
- - - - - - - 2· 30 .0113 .0206 .0050 -
- .0876 - - - - - - -
- .1076 - - - - - - -
3.08 .0239 .0211 .0023 -
4.13 .0410 .0226 -'.0012 -
- .1265 - - - - - - - 5·18 .0577 .0245 - .0046 -
-.11,;6 
- - - - - - -
6 . 21 .0732 .0269 -. 0068 -
7. 24 .0884 .0299 - .0086 -
.0774 
- - - - - - -
8 . 28 .1038 .0334 -.0100 -
.0455 - - - - - - - 9 · 32 .1197 .0374 - .0110 -
.0202 
- - - - - - -
10 · 36 .1350 .0421 -. 0112 -
.0075 - - - - - - - 12. 45 .1 71 .0531 - .0105 -
-. 0053 - - - - - - -
- .0215 - - - - - - - 44 -2 .14 - .0669 .0270 .0284 -
- .0370 - - - - - - - - .05 -. 0309 .0229 .0184 
-




. , 2 . 30 .0070 .0227 .0093 
-
- .0831 - - - - - - - 3.08 .0194 .0233 .0069 -
- .0972 - - - - - - . 4.12 ·0353 .0253 .OOh1 -
- .110') 
- - - - - - -
- .1365 - - - - - - -
5·17 .0516 .0262 .0018 -
6 . ~.L .0668 .0287 .0002 -
7.24 .081 1 .0317 - .0008 -
8 .28 .0962 .0351 - .0013 -
9· 32 . .J16 .03')1 - .0012 -
10 . 36 .1273 .01137 - .00ll 
-
12 . 46 .1615 .0)51 .0002 
-
Cr ChT CsH 
- 0 .0012 - - -
- 0 - - -
-
- .0003 - - -
- -. 0009 - - -
-
- .0011, - - -
-
-. 0020 - - -
- - .0028 - - -
- - .0036 - - -
-
- .0043 - - -
-
- .0051 - - -
-
. 0011 - - -
-
.0002 - - -
- 0 - - -
- - .0005 - - -
- -. 0010 - - -
-
-. 0015 - - -
- - .0021 - - -












- .0001 - - -
- - .0001 - - -
- - .0003 - - -
- -. 0001 - - -
- - .0011 - - -
- -. 0015 - - -
- - .0019 - - -
-
-. 0024 - - -
-
- .0028 - - -
- -. 0033 - - -
- -. 0037 - - -
-
- .0045 - - -
- - - -
- .0742 
- - - -
-. 0282 
- - - -
.0046 
- - - -
.0205 
- - - - .0369 
- - - -
.0581 
- - - - .0797 
- - - -
.1002 




- - - - .1591 
- - - -
.1779 
- - - -
.2123 
- - - - - .0953 
- - - - -. 0531 






- - - -
.0086 
- - - -
.0276 
- - - -
.0471 
- - - -
.0659 
- - - -
.0831 
- - - -
.1001 
- - - -
.1)76 
- - - -
. )31.3 
- - - -
. J 33 
.. .. .. 
• •• 
• ••• 
• • • ... . .. 
• 





· ., ... 

















.. 1# . 
••• •• 
• ("I "" . • ••• • • 





-2 . 08 -0 . 05~ 0 .02?? 1v · 021~ . -
- .03 - .0246 .0225 .01 40 
). 51 26 .0315 .0105 - -
2 . 28 .0083 .0216 .00?2 -
3. 05 . 0195 .0221 .OOT! - -
4 .08 .0 23 .0232 .0067 - -
5 .11 .0'1 4 .0251 .00';2 -
6 . 14 .0010 . 0273 .c048 -
7 . 1B .0751 .0292 .0048 - -
8 . 21 . 0893 . 0335 .0052 - -
9 · 23 . 104 3 .0373 .00?8 - -
10 . 26 . 1200 .0416 .0066 - -
12 · 33 . 1547 .0532 ·0091 -
- 2 .11 
- . Ot! 
1. 52 
2. 29 




7 · 22 
B.26 
9 · 30 
10·35 
12 .43 
- 2 .11 
- .04 
1.51 






8 . 26 
9 · 32 
10. 36 
12.46 
- 2 . 07 
- .02 
1. 51 
2 . 28 
3 ·05 
4. 07 
5 · 10 
6 .1 3 
7 . 15 
8 . 1B 
9· 22 
10 .26 








































.0207 - .0004 -
.0178 .0082 -
.0178 .0157 -
.017B .0196 - -
.01Bl .0232 - - -
. 0184 .0284 - -
.0191 .0333 - - -
.0203 .0387 - -
.0217 .0436 - -






















































. 0< 4 -
.0563 - -
TABLE VI.- CONTI NUED 
res t 
:0 . 














- 5 . 1 ~ 0 .0155 0 . 0272 0 . 0241 
_' .. 12 .0171 .0270 . 0254 
- 3·09 .0165 .0271 .02i:3 
- 2 .06 .0170 . 02~3 .02<.3 
-1. 02 . 0149 .0275 . 0275 
o .0163 .0275 .0277 
l.04 .0163 . 027G .0274 
2 . 07 .0160 .027L .02!-7 
.10 .0152 .0?7L .OM 
L.13 . 0130 .0275 . 02~5 
5·15 .0122 .0276 .0 "7 
- 5 · 15 .0025 .0272 - .0125 
- 4.13 .0052 . 0274 - . 0123 
- 3 .09 .0076 . 0275 -. 0119 
-2 .06 .C073 . 0275 - .01,0 
-1.03 .0083 . 0276 - .0109 
o . 0079 .0279 - . 0109 
l. 0" .0084 .02'18 - .0114 
2 .07 .0056 .0279 -. 0113 
3 ·11 . 0043 .0282 -. 0121 
4 .14 .0024 . 0282 - .0127 
5 ·12 - . 0014 .0282 -.0124 
=lUl 
- 3·08 




2 . 06 
3 ·09 






























































- 2 .06 








0 .0040 0 . 07.'" -0 .0142 -0 .0007 0 .1570 ;: . "0 
. 0031 .05> - .0109 - .0005 . 1 2~G • . 
.00'-3 . 0 4: 2 ·. (Y,c3 - .0006 . 099~ 2 . < 
. 001; .0272 -. 0058 - . 0004 .07!.8 2 . ~O 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Fib1l.tre 1. - The 0.07 -scale MX-770 model mounted in the Ames 6- by .6-foot 
supersonic "rind tunnel. 
Figure 2 .- Sketch of the 0 . 07-sca1e MX - 770 model showing the principal 
dimensions. 
Fig~re 3. - Schenlatic drawing of t he six-component electrical-stTain-gage 
balance . 
Figure 4.- Effect of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the 0.07-scale MX-770 model at a Mach number of 1.4 for var ious 
control-surface deflections . ( a ) 0T = 0° , 0E = 0°, OR = 0°, 
Figure 4 . - ConU.nued . (b ) oT 
Figure 4. - Concluded. (c ) 0T = 0°) 0E 10°, OR = 0° . (Data for one elevon) 
Figure 5. - The effect of control-surface deflections on the aer odynamic . ' , 
characteristics of' the 0.07-scale MX -770 model at a Mach number of 1.4. 
(a) 0E = 0 , OR = '0 
Figure 5. - Conc luded . (b ) 0T = 0, OR == O. (Data for one elevon ) 
Figure 6 .- Variation of l i f t coef'fj.cient with trimmer and elevon deflec-
tion at Mach numbers of 1 . 4, 1 .6 , and 1.9 for the 0.07-scale ~~-770 
model. (a ) CL vs 0T' 
Figure 6.- Concluded . (b ) CL vs 0E" (Data f or one elevon) 
Figure 7.- Variation of drag coefficient with trimmer and e l evon deflec-
tion at Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.6, and 1.9 for the 0.07-scale ~~~770 
model. (a ) CD vs 0T. 
Figure 7 . - Concluded . (b) CD vs 0E . (Data for one elevon ) 
Figure 8. - Variation of pitching-moment coe.fficient with trimmer and 
elevon deflection at Nach numbers of 1 .. 4) 1.6, and 1. 9 for the 
0.07·· scale MX-770 model. ( a ) Cm vs 0T . 
Figure 8.- Concluded . (b ) em vs 0E ' ( Da~a for one elevon ) 
F'igure 9.- Variation of trimmer hinge-moment coefficient \<lith trimmer 
defle.ction and angle of attack at Mach number s of 1.4, 1.6, and 1.9 
for the 0.07-scale MX-770 model . (a ) ChT vs CT . 
" Figure 9. - Concluded . (b) ChT vs 0" 
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Figure 10. - The effect of Mach nwnber on the lift -effectiveness parameter s-
CLoT and CL5E for the 0.07-s cale MX-770 mod.e l; 0E and oR = 00 for 
CLoT and 0T ~~d oR = 00 fo r CLoE; ~ = 2 0. 
Figure ll.- The effect of Mach 
parameters CrooT and CroCE 
oR ~ 00 for C
rooT and 0T 
number on the pitching-moment effectiveness 
for the 0.07-scal e MX-770 model; 0E and 
and oR = 00 for CrooE; ~ = 20. 
Figure 12.- .The effect of Mach number on the r ate of change of hinge-moment 
coefficient with change in trimmer deflection and angle of attack for the 
0.07-scale }~-770 modelj 0E and oR = 00 • 
Figure 13.- The relationship between the balance lift coefficient and 
~, oT, CD , ru1d LID for Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.6, and 1.9; 0E and oR = o. 
Figure 14.- The relationship between the balance lift coefficient and 
~~ 0E, CD, and LID for Mach numbers of 1.4, 1 .6, and 1. 9 . Data for two 
elevons; 0T and oR = O. 
Fig'.1.re 15.- The effect of Mach number on the maximum lift-drag ratio for 
the 0.07-scale MX-770 model. 
Figure 16.~ The effect of sideslip angle, ~, on the lateral characteristics 
of the 0.07-scale MX-770 model at two angles of attack. Reynolds number , 
5 .2 million. Mach number , 1.4. (a ) ~ = 2.50 • 
Figu~e 16. - Concluded. (b ) ~ = 8.20 • 
Figure 17. - The effect of·~- trimmer deflection on the lateral- stability 
derivatives Cy~, Cn~, and C~~ of the 0.07-scale ~~-770 model ; 0E a~d 
OR = 00 • 
Figure 18.- The effect of rudder deflection on the later al characteristics 
of the 0.07-scale MX -770 model ; M = 1.4j 0T' 0E, and ~ = 00 , 
Figure 19.- Variation of rolling-mpment coefficient with elevon deflection 
at Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.6, and 1.9 for the 0.07-scale MX-770 model. 
Data for one elevon; ~ = 00 • 
Figure 20 .- The effect of .ach number on the .rolling-moment effectivenes 9 
parameter C~o for the 0.07- sca le MX-770 mod el. Two elevons , 0T 
a E a 
and oR = 0 f ~ = 2 • 
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Figure 1.- The O.07-scale MX- 770 model mounted i n the Ame s 6- by 6-foot 
supersonic wind tunnel . 
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A'gure 4.-Effecl of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristics of Ihe 007-scale MX-770 model al a Mach number of 14 for 'various 
control - surface deflections 
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Figure 5. - The effect of control-surface deflections on the aerodynamic characteristics of the 001-scale MX-ll0 model 01 a Mach rvmber of 1 4 . 
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Figure 6 - Variation of lift coefficient with trimmer and elevon deflection al 
of /,4, /.6, and /.9 for the O.O?-scale MX-7?O modal. 
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Figure 1- Variat<on of drag coefficient with trimmer and elevon deflection a t 'Mach 
numbers of I. 4, 1.6, and 1.9 for 'he O.O? -scale MX-??O model. 
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Figure ..9. - Vari o'lion of trimmer hinge-moment coefficient with trimmer deflection and angle 
of attack at Mach numbers of 1.4 , 1.6, and 1.9 for the O.07-scale MX- ??O model. 
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Figure /9.- Variation of rolling-moment coefficient wit!;, elevon deflection ot Moch numbars 0 
1. 4 , 1.6, and /.9 for the O.O?-scale MX-?70 model. Data for one elevon;/1 ::0". 
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